Radiative decays of decuplet hyperons and octet hyperon charge radii are evaluated in a chiral constituent quark model emphasizing the role of exchange currents. Exchange currents largely cancel for the M1 decay amplitudes, while they dominate the E2 amplitude. Due to the pseudoscalar meson cloud the charge radii of Σ − and Ξ − are almost as large as the proton radius, in agreement with recent experimental results from SELEX. Strangeness suppression is weakened by exchange currents for several observables.
Introduction
In this contribution we summarize our analysis of exchange current effects in the radiative hyperon decays 1 The reasons for increased interest in these observables are twofold. The E2/M 1 ratios in the radiative hyperon decays contain information on deformations, if not of the valence quarks, then of the non-valence-quark distributions in the baryons. Second, the observables are sensitive to SU F (3) flavor symmetry breaking and strangeness suppression. Therefore, comparison of model predictions with experiment may pin down the relevant non-valence degrees of freedom in the effective quark-quark interaction.
Exchange currents in the chiral constituent quark model
Constituent quarks emerge as the effective quasi-particle degrees of freedom in low-energy QCD due to the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry. In our non-relativistic realisation of the chiral quark model a two-body confinement potential is used. and SU SF (6) spin-flavor states. A detailed discussion of the Hamiltonian, parameters, wave functions, hyperon masses and magnetic moments can be found in Ref. 5 . Guided by the continuity equation, the electromagnetic currents to be considered for the above described Hamiltonian are constructed 5, 6 by a nonrelativistic reduction of the relevant Feynman diagrams shown in Figure 1 . 3 Radiative hyperon decays Table 1 collects our results on the radiative decays of decuplet hyperons 1 . Individual exchange current contributions to the M 1 transition moments can be as large as 60% of the impulse approximation. However overall, like for the octet baryon magnetic moments 5 , exchange currents provide less than 10% corrections to the impulse approximation results. Strangeness suppression in impulse approximation, i.e. in the valence quark picture, is considerable due to m u /m s ≃ 0.6 (first column in Table 1 ). Strangeness suppression is for all six strange decays reduced when exchange currents are included. The transition magnetic moments for the negatively charged hyperons deviate considerably from the SU F (3) flavor-symmetric value 0.
The transition quadrupole moments Q shown in Table 1 receive large contributions from the PS-meson and gluon-pair diagrams, Figs. 1(b) and 1(d). The E2 moments would be zero in impulse approximation for spherical valence quark configurations. The dynamical origin for the allowed exchange current contributions is a double spin-flip transition 6 of the two quarks involved. The gluon contributes strongly to most transition quadrupole moments, on the average ∼2/3 of the total E2 moment. The experimental results may give important hints on the relevance of effective gluon degrees of freedom in hadron properties.
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The decay width Γ ∝ |A 3/2 | 2 +|A 1/2 | 2 is related to the helicity amplitudes A 3/2 and A 1/2 , which can be expressed as linear combinations of the M 1 and E2 transition formfactors 6 . The E2/M 1 ratio of the transition amplitudes is commonly defined as E2/M 1 = ωMN 6 Q/µ with the resonance frequency ω. Due to cancellations of exchange current contributions to the M 1 transition amplitude and the relative smallness of the E2 amplitude, the decay widths Γ are dominated by the M 1 impulse approximation. Only restricted informations on non-valence quark effects should be expected from the experiments here, similar to the situation for octet magnetic moments.
All model calculations yield large (the largest) E2/M 1 ratios for negatively charged states. The E2/M 1 ratio for the decays of negatively charged hyperons are particularly model dependent 1 due to the smallness of both the E2 and M 1 contributions. We reiterate that in our calculation non-zero E2/M1 ratios are uniquely due to non-valence degrees of freedom. Table 1 . Transition magnetic µ and quadrupole Q moments of decuplet baryons. The impulse and exchange current contributions from the PS meson cloud and the gluon and scalar quark-quark interactions to the transition magnetic moments are listed separately. The quadrupole PS-meson Q PS and gluon-pair Q G contributions are given individually. The last two columns contain the radiative decay widths Γ and E2/M 1 ratios. 4 Octet hyperon charge radii Constituent quarks are obtained through the dressing of current quarks by their strong interactions. For an electromagnetic probe they appear as extended objects. The cloud of the constituent quark is dominated bypairs with pseudoscalar meson quantum numbers. Guided by vector meson dominance, an electromagnetic constituent quark size can be assigned 2 . Our results 2 for the various one-and two-body contributions to the charge radii are given in Table 2 . The experimental proton and neutron charge radii are well described within our model including gluon and PS-meson exchange currents.
In impulse approximation, SU F (3) symmetry breaking leads to a reduction of the charge radii with increasing strangeness content of the hyperon. As a consequence the proton, Σ − , and Ξ − have successively smaller charge radii. This strangeness suppression almost disappears when exchange currents are included. Due to the pseudoscalar meson cloud in the hyperons, the charge radius of the Σ − (or Ξ − ) turns out to be almost as large as the proton charge radius. A similar trend may be indicated by the recent experimental results from SELEX presented at this conference 4 . SELEX obtain a Σ − charge radius of r 2 Σ − = 0.60 ± 0.08 (stat) ± 0.08 (syst) fm 2 , which agrees nicely with our result. 
